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7 KEYS to HANDLING STRESS 

Simple Self-Management and Self-Care Tools – Spiritual and Practical 

Stress relief involves relaxation techniques and other stress management strategies. Important in coping 
with these mental and emotional symptoms as well as the physical symptoms. Simple tools can help –  
they are free and they just take a few minutes and you can do them yourself. They don’t have to be done 
to you or for you. You are in control. Find the ones that work for you. 

1.  Breathing 

Saint Germain, 1984 “You ought to realize that in a situation of upsetness it is necessary to take some 
deep breaths. For in the presence of anxiety, the heart begins to palpitate and people begin to breathe in a 
short-breath manner, thus adding to the absence of control.” 

Simple deep breathing - just a few minutes - makes a big difference. 

Control and slow your breathing to bring about a state of calm. 

When your body is calm, you have lower heart rate, lower blood pressure, less perspiration, and lower 
respiration rate.  

Go from ‘fight and flight’ to ‘rest and digest’ 

When you are calm, the brain and body can devote time and energy to processes like digestion, self-
healing, and regeneration.  

Being calm isn’t just good for your body – it’s good for your mind.  

When your mind and brain are not feeling threatened and stressed, they can shift into planning, problem-
solving, and decision-making.  

Center in your heart. Take a deep breath!  

5 minutes and 5 benefits of Meditation 

Just 5 or 10 minutes a day can be a phenomenal shift. 

Go from “doing” to “being”  

5 Benefits to meditation: 

1. Reduce stress and anxiety 

2. Experience greater happiness and wellbeing 
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3. Increase your energy and vitality 

4. Be more self-aware and present 

5. Have greater focus and clarity   

Better sleep too.  

2. Gratitude 

Harvard Medical School 2015 Gratitude Study: "Gratitude lets you connect to other people, nature and a 
Higher Power." The masters tell us to slow down and be grateful.  

Make a list of the things you are grateful for.  Write in your journal. 

Keeping a journal is surprisingly helpful—expressing yourself on paper enables thoughts to clarify and 
emotions to flow. That decreases stress. It also captures fleeting insights that can be gone if you don’t 
write them down.  

Harvard says that one way to develop resilience to weather life's ups and downs is to "savor pleasure as 
it occurs, consciously enjoying the experience as it unfolds."  

The experts add that "multitasking makes savoring nearly impossible." 

3. Spoken Prayer or Mantras 

Spoken prayer or mantras or decrees reduce stress and improve your health. If prayer was a medicine it 
would be bottled and someone would make a fortune.   

Mantras and prayers elicit the “relaxation response” discovered by Dr. Herbert Benson in the 1970’s at 
the Mind/body Institute at Harvard Medical School.  

The “relaxation response” is the opposite of “fight and flight.”  The parasympathetic nervous system 
[calming] versus the sympathetic nervous system [exciting].  

Repetitive prayers allows us to enter a relaxed state.  Studies showed that as little as ten minutes a day of 
repeating a mantra and breathing produced slower heart rate, lower stress levels, reduced metabolic rate, 
lower blood pressure, and decreased oxygen consumption, less insomnia, fewer doctor’s visits, boosted 
self-esteem and boosted the immune system. (Prophet, E.C. 1998. Creative Power of Sound. Corwin 
Springs, MT) 
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4. The Violet Flame 

Violet Flame – the best de-stressor. Mother Mary tells us that our stress is our karma – the violet flame 
goes to the cause and core of our karma to dissolve it. 

Jesus spoke of “the insulation of the violet flame” for “soothing comfort” against stress and pressure. 
“Thus people speak of pressure and they speak of stress. Let it be known beloved that this is returning 
personal karma, although you may identify it as condition and circumstance or the result of another’s 
hand. . . . Let it be known this day, beloved, that the violet flame raised up within you by love and by 
adoration is able to give you that sheath and armour, purple vein wherewith to consume that which 
comes from without and that which would erupt from within.  Thus, the insulation of the violet flame as 
the additional skin of self, as an armour of substance as though metallic, impervious, out of the heaven-
world, does give to you the soothing comfort of perpetual transmutation.” Jesus, November 24, 1988 

 

5. Lifestyle Changes – Diet and Movement 

Diet  

Less sugar 

Less dairy  

Less red meat  

Less processed foods 

More organic foods 

More plant based foods 

Less caffeine 

Movement 

Less stationary and sedentary lifestyle is better 

Get up and move from your desk, every hour for a few minutes 

Set your timer and stretch etc 

Exercise/Movement/Walking/Stretching/Yoga/Qi Gung/Tai Chi 
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Benefits of Exercise 

1. It reverses the detrimental effects of stress. Exercise boosts levels of soothing brain chemicals like 
serotonin, dopamine, and norepinephrine. Exercise may actually work on a cellular level to reverse 
stress's toll on your aging process.  

2. It lifts depression. Sustained, sweat-inducing activity can reduce symptoms of depression about as 
effectively as antidepressants.  

3. It improves learning. Exercise increases the level of brain chemicals called growth factors that help 
make new brain cells.  

4. It builds self-esteem and improves body image. Even simply seeing fitness improvements, like 
running a faster mile or lifting more weight, can improve your self-esteem and body image.  

5. It leaves you feeling euphoric. High-intensity exercise can leave you with a feeling of euphoria. Try 
running, biking, or swimming as fast as you can for 30 to 40 seconds and then reduce your speed to a 
gentle pace for five minutes before sprinting again.  

6. Yoga as a De-stressor 

Many masters recommend yoga. Saint Germain says “Do some kind of yoga for five or ten minutes a 
day. Yoga is not just physical exercise it is a mind-body-spirit exercise too.”  

5 minutes and 5 Benefits of Yoga 

1. Pain Relief Yoga has been found to benefit many types of pain, including fibromyalgia, arthritis, joint 
pain, neck pain and more. 

2. Anxiety and Depression Yoga may be an alternative to drugs for relieving depression. Yoga reduces 
stress, anxiety, and depression, improves sleep patterns, and enhances overall well-being and quality of 
life.  Harvard Mental Health Letter: "... for many patients dealing with depression, anxiety, or stress, 
yoga may be a very appealing way to better manage symptoms according to scientific study of 
yoga....The evidence is growing that yoga practice is a relatively low-risk, high-yield approach to 
improving overall health." 

3. Increase Flexibility and Balance Enhance your muscular strength and body flexibility. Through 
improvements in balance, posture, and flexibility, yoga can help keep you nimble and active at any age. 

4. Better Breathing and Lung Capacity 

5. Improved Heart Health   
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Anti-aging 

Chananda on the Benefits of Yoga 

Chananda says yoga is “an appropriate sequence of the exercise of the physical body for the interaction 
with the spiritual bodies and the chakras....Beloved ones, it is not a physical exercise for the exercise of 
the physical body.  It is divine movement for the release of light that is locked in your physical cells and 
atoms, in your very physical heart.  Releasing that light transmutes toxins, fatigue, and opposition to 
your victory....[he recommends] not endless hours but a period of meditation and concentration 
combined with these asanas daily will reap much good and give you a surcease from the stress of 
bearing the burden--not only of world karma, but of that certain type of chaotic energy which is uniquely 
Western in its vibration, emanating from the mass consciousness of uncontrolled feeling bodies and the 
wanton and reckless misuse of the mental body.” 

He added that this sequence of exercises must be in the hand and the heart of Keepers of the Flame and 
those who serve here and in the Teaching Centers.  

Chananda —December 29, 1979 

Archangel Uriel Recommends Yoga and Tai Chi for Stress Reduction 

Uriel is the angel of the resurrection flame which brings renewal, rebirth and rejuvenation. Uriel gives 
two exercises to reduce stress: 

“Each day, pause for a moment to rest, to relax the body, the mind, the soul. Consciously withdraw the 
tensions of the day from head to toe. You can use your favorite form of yoga or T’ai Chi to accomplish 
this. Just let go and let God. See how all doubt and fear are washed away, and you will know the joy of 
self-confidence and self-esteem.” 

Uriel is teaching mindfulness – as are all the self-help gurus out there.  

Archangel Uriel Exercise for Letting Go of Fear.  

Place your hands, one over the other, to your heart, then release them, opened, relaxed, extending them 
outwards. Uncross your legs and breathe gently. Then speak these words tenderly to your soul and to 
your body three times: “Peace, be still!” When you hold your hands out in front of you, cupped, the 
posture reflects the serenity of the little child within you, secure in the arms of its mother.  

[The Masters and Their Retreats by Elizabeth Clare Prophet.] 

The Bottom Line is mindfulness to “Develop the Heart” 

When your heart flame is expanded, you don't get so moved or upset.  
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Meditate on your heart and use mantras to expand the heart. 

Mother told us not to use the term “burnout.” She said burnout is when your heart flame is not expanded 
enough. So we don’t affirm that.  

Saint Germain’s Heart Meditations 

Look at the Bigger Picture 

ASK: What is the lesson? What is the universe trying to tell me? 

Do you know your stressors? What are your triggers?  Is it repetitive? 

Life is a school room - Learn the lesson.  

You are put in the same situation until you master it.  

ASK: Is this similar to something that happened to me in the past?  

Old records. Old karma. Old childhood stuff. Whatever.  

Kuthumi the master psychologist says: It is not what happens to you [that creates the stress,] it’s your 
reaction to it.  

ASK: How do I balance my karma in this situation?  

Navigate through rather than get stuck in the energy  

Pass through it like a clean knife passes through butter 

Don't react. Don't take in the negative energy. Don't create more karma. 

Don't take it personally even though it seems personal.  

Instead - Be helpful. Be kind. Be gracious. Send love, kindness and forgiveness. Serve but don’t be a 
doormat. Acknowledge your feelings.  

Balance karma with the people that trigger you. 

Seal your aura with the Tube of light. 
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7. Buddhic Detachment – Non Attachment  

Easy to say in abstract – not so easy in the moment  

ASK: What can I control and what can’t I control? 

Trying to control things you can't control is very stressful.  

Try to look at it from the other person’s point of view.  

Go with the flow - Holy Spirit  

These tools we are speaking of such as breathing and meditation and mindfulness help you to observe 
your reactions and deal with stress.  

Takes you out of the whirlpool. You can be less personally involved. 

Less concerned about the things you can't control. 

 

	


